The relevance of the article is determined by insufficient study of the late Middle Ages material culture in the Volga-Kama region and its inclusiveness in Eurasia's culture development. The purpose of this article is to present a whole attribution and historical interpretation of the belt set and an accessories element or a detail of a musical instrument. A complex approach, consisting of comparative-typological and historical-geographical methods is used in the work. The alloy's nature of the non-ferrous metal ware has been identified by a scanning electronic microscope/ X-ray diffraction. The material under consideration reveals a wide geography of similarities within Eurasia that in many cases is caused by the process of intercultural interaction in the late Middle Ages. The study presents technological characteristics of the ware, their origin and possible ways of entering the Volga-Kama region have been determined and the dating has been specified. This article should be of interest to archaeologists and historians of international relations and the late Middle Ages material culture during their research and educational process.
treasures -money (the largest one contained 243 silver coins), things and instruments, have been found on the investigated area (about 5000 sq. metres). One of these treasures has been discovered in the central part of the site (dig №1) during the investigation of the pot hole in residential facility №1. The building had a rectangular form of 620x430 cm of frame-and-pillar design on the sun-dried earth brick socle with clayed earth floor. Two cob brick furnaces were situated in the northern corner of the house (the corners were oriented at the four cardinal directions). On the floor level there was only one burning spot and the broken bricks from one furnace left, while the other was erected in an oval pit that was 80 cm deep from the floor surface. Its being preserved lets us imagine the reconstruction of it (the laying, the fragment of the stone slab, the orifice are preserved).The stairs from the floor level led to the furnace. The ash pit was situated in front of it (80x85см) and several belongings, that were intentionally hidden, have been found in it (Valiulina, 2001 ). The treasure consisted of both high status and everyday objects and instruments, such as the iron ones: a lock, an ax, knives, a spoon player; a Khorezmian earthenware jug with a stamped ornament, stone grinding hones, a copper cup of scales, and a set of bone objects: handles, a pounder-pestle and a bludgeon made of elk's horn with an iron centre. Besides the bludgeon, a high status possession, was of course, the belt set.
Materials and Methods
The article introduces some materials of new excavations of Toretskoe settlement in Alexeyevsky District of Tatarstan. Figure 1 : the complex of a belt set, the accessories element or a detail of a musical instrument. A complex approach, consisting of comparative-typological and historical-geographical methods is used in the work. The alloy's nature of the non-ferrous metal ware has been identified by a scanning electronic microscope/ X-ray diffraction (analyst Trifonov A.A.) 
Results and Discussions

The Belt Set
The belt set includes iron details -a buckle and a narrow clip, as well as bronze -a rectangular clip of two 26×30 mm plates clamped with four pegs on the corners and tiny mounts -3 specimens 20×7mm. (one was destroyed when it was discovered). The latter have a long shape with trefoils (lilies?) at the ends and a hexagonal convexed rosette in the centre. Figure 2 , were made from multicomponent brass by casting (Table 1, The similar by shape and size bronze mounts were found in Old Orhei, Fig. 6. (Barnea&Reaboi, 1998) , in the Cossack village Belorechenskaya of Kuban (Veselovsky, 1898) and in Chembalo fortress of the Crimea, in the layer of the XV century (Adaksina et al, 2004) , collection inventory # 145, in which besides the mount there is also a typical ornamental buckle; though they were excavated from different places, they might have belonged to one and the same belt. Figures 3,4 . The list of analogies of Toretsk mounts, in the form of a stick with different versions of edge decoration, includes the mounts from Dumbarton Oaks's collection (Ross, 2005; Lango&Polgar. 2009 ), the finds in Esztergom-Sendiri, Hungary, in Netsallash II's burial ground; in the Santa Reparta basilica's burial in Florence. (Barnea & Reaboi, 1998) These objects refer to a circle of exquisite gold and silver sets, such as the sets from Simferopol treasure, Figure  7 (Malm, 1989) , from the collection of the British Museum, Figure 8 ; (Anadolu Medeniyetleri, 1983; Anatolian Civilisations, 1983) , from Nikopol and Lozents in the exposition of the Archaeological Museum in Sofia, the Historical Museum in Sofia, the museum of Varna and many others. The dress aristocratic belts of the XIII-XIV centuries decorated by graceful figure-shaped buckles and mounts of several types, among which the most expressive were in the form of a double lily and tiny relief sticks or "symmetric balusters"(with M.G. Kramarovsky) have an extensive historiography nowadays. I. Fingerlin's work is classical which accomplishes the systematization of materials of European monuments and presents a typographical table of lyre buckles. As a result, the author drew a conclusion that this ware had appeared earlier in Western Europe and existed since the 13 until the middle of the 14 centuriy (Fingerlin, 1971) . However, the new discoveries of the following four decades let the scholars extend the time of the existence of such complexes, including the 15 century (Ross, 2005; Lango&Polgar, 2009; Pavlova, 2011) .
A considerable number of publications introduce into science new finds and they present analogies reviews, therefore, the number of sources grows and geography of finds expands from Great Britain to Novgorod, the Urals and Syria. The publication of the materials found during excavations in situ, stratified and provided with archaeological and historical context, has a special significance. One of these latest publications is about two belt sets of the XIV century received from the necropolis in Dorestad (Atanasov, 2011) .
Analyzing the belt's details of the Dumbarton-Oksky's collection of the Institute of Byzantine Studies, Harvard University aimed to identify their dating and origin, Lango and Polgar give a lot of examples of analogies, first of all, in Central Europe, the Balkans, the Eastern European steppes and the Mediterranean area where the ware circulated in the XIII-XV centuries and were presented by a greater number than in the East, and were made not only of precious metals, but bronze as well.
V. Pavlova has presented a more detailed summary of these finds, judging by the sites of Bulgaria and neighbouring territories. There are almost absolute analogies to Toretsk specimens, Fig. 9 ., not only in archaeological materials, but also in church wall paitings of the XIV-the second half of the XV centuries. The rare written documents, miniatures and wall paintings in the churches and the sculptures indicate that these types of belt decoration became popular in Europe especially in Balkans and existed in the XIII-XV centures (Pavlova, 2011) . Analyzing the belt set of the end of the XIV century , with the mixture of mounts of two types, round and in the shape of a "double lily", found near the Kichevo village and admitted to the Archaeological Museum of Varna, the author, judging by the finds of casting moulds and semi-completed castings, came to the conclusion that such decorations had been made in various places of Bulgaria. Besides, the possibility of craftsmen from Dubrovnik having worked in Tyrnovo is not excluded, in the same way as it took place at the court of Serbian rulers, in Bosnia, Venice, Hungary and at the Duke of Ferrara's court (Pavlova, 2011) . Figure 9 . Belt mounts -separate items from different sites in Bulgaria, 13 th -15 th centuries (Pavlova, 2011) M.G. Kramarovsky thinks that the gold and silver sets with the mounts like "tiny symmetric balusters" was made in the jeweller's workshops of Southern Europe from the Central Mediterranean to the Crimea, where Latin metal workers worked in Kaffe (Kramarovsky, 2011) .
These belt sets are well-known mainly in steppe zones of Eastern Europe (Veselovsky, 1898; Kramarovsky, 1985 , Otroshenko, Rassamakin, 1986 , and very rarely get farther to the north. Thus, the belt mounts of a shape similar to the Varna belt design, decorated the leather belt from Novgorod of the XIII-XIV centuries (Gorelik, 2008) .
Byzantine sites. For example, the Christian Salon bronze belt mounts in Archaeological Museum, Split, Figure  10 , of the second half of the IV-first half of the V centuries. A totally different buckle's look -simple, squared with the bifid tongues and tracery flap; two types of mounts (tiny, narrow and larger) -characterizes these two sets (Buljevic, Ivcevic, Mardesic, Visic-Ljubic, 1995) . Both types of mounts belong to the Early Medieval ware decorated in so-called "double fish's tail" style. As a result of its development during centuries, this style led to the "double lily" style in the XIII century. Thereupon, Salona belt mounts are similar to narrow set mounts of the beginning of the XIII century from Syria in the Mayer Museum of Jerusalem; currently it is one of the earliest complexes like this (Parani, 2003) , along with the Anatolian one from the British Musem (Anadolu Medeniyetleri, 1983) .
Taking into account the other analogies of the Byzantine sites, mentioned by Parani, the belts from Salona, in our opinion, are the confirmation of the hypothesis that initially the buckles and mounts of dress belts of XIII-XV centuries have absolutely different origins -the mounts were developed by the late antique and early Byzantine artistic traditions of Southern Europe, or perhaps by the Eastern Byzantine provinces and the figured frames appeared later, not earlier than in the XIII century in Western Europe and after became popular in the Mediterranean area, where the whole ensemble of a belt set came into existence. Some authors see the significant role of intercultural interaction of the High Middle Ages in Eurasia and first of all, the crusader's activity (Lango&Polgar, 2009). After I. Fingerlin the researchers consider lyre-shaped buckles belts as a unique manifestation of aristocratic fashion not associating them with any ethnic group in the late Medieval Europe (Fingerlin, 1971; Pavlova, 2011; Atanasov, 2011) . Apparently, these belt sets were made in many European craft centers, and sold at different prices at numerous markets and international fairs depending on the material and workmanship. And after, as goods, presents or as a part of a foreigner's outfit they were delivered to such remote places as Toretskoe. Undoubtedly, not only further development of typological analysis as Atanasov considers (Atanasov, 2011) , but also the data about the character of the alloy of things -the knowledge of the chemical composition of the material will in future promote establishment of regional handicraft traditions in making such wonderful pieces of art.
The belt mounts of Toretskoe are certainly an import and belong to late simplified group of ware the most remote from the centre of the industry. There is no complete kit of the parts in Toretsky set. The stylistic unanimity has been infringed -there is an iron buckle instead of a lyre bronze one, it has only the same size, corresponding to the width of the belt. This ware cannot belong to Volga-Kama region because of the alloy's nature -a multicomponent brass, the material which Middle-Volga craftsmen didn't work with (Valiullina and Zaitseva, 2011) . It might be supposed that the Toretsky belt set is an evidence of the final of the lyre buckle sets' existence history.
The Bell
There is one more find on the Toretskoe settlement which acts as manifestation of the broad fashion on a detail of a suit and life within Eurasia in the late Middle Ages. That is a bell. Figure 11a , round and flat at the top and the bottom, with the diameter of 2 cm and height of 1,6 cm ( only the bottom half is preserved), was made from a copper-based alloy -triple brass, Table 1 , analysis 2. The compositions of the bell and the above-considered mounts are very similar, belonging to one type of alloy. The halves of these bells were pressed or stamped from a metal sheet, but for all that, on the outer edge of each part the horizontal sides remained and these halves were knitted together. The bell had a linear cut at the bottom that came to the end with two rounded holes for better sound. An eyelet shoud have been soldered above, it used to be made from the metal band the ends of which were inserted into the slit of the upper half and unbended to different sides then the slit was soldered up. There was supposed to be a piece of metal or a pebble inside the bell (Zykov&Koksharov, 2011), this "tongue"or "beater" is very rarely preserved and one could judge about its existence by the traces of rust (Schick, 2006) . The barrel-shaped bells in contrast with the globe-shaped ones are rarely found in East European significant sites -Bolgar. Fig.11b , there are 18 globe-shaped bells for only 2 barrel-shaped ones (Type B-IV-I); the latest find originates from dig №179 of 2013 (the instructor is Koval V.), which investigated the market in the centre of the town. At least, two specimens made of multicomponent brass are known in Pskov (Koroleva, 1996) . In Novgorod the barrel-shaped bells belong to the fourth bell type being soldered by two halves (Ryndina, 1963) , in the layer of the first half and the middle of the XIII century -2 pieces, XIV century -10 pieces (Povetkin ,2008) . This ware has been found in Bokatash settlement in the Crimea (Kramarovsky&Gukin, 2004 , 2006 and in Kaffe -as reported by Bocharov. Not all the finds can be strictly dated: in Bolgar the bell is a raising material, in Pskov it was published as a result of analytical selection of the X-XVI centuries, in Bokatash settlement it refers to XIII-XIV centuries, in Kaffe it dates back to the second half of the XV century.
www.ccsenet.org/jsd Journal of Sustainable Development Vol. 8, No. 4; 2015 The barrel-shaped bells are represented extensively in the sites of taiga zone in Noth-Western Siberia, Figure 11 . Eleven bells have been found in an installation of XV-XVI centuries in Amder and on the Endyr burial. Zykov and Koksharov give the examples of other significant sites of the region where this ware was well-known. The authors come to the conclusion that "the barrel-shaped bells, which were the development of the globe-shaped ones, occurred later than in the first half of the XV century. In Western Siberia they had existed until the first half of XVII (Zykov&Koksharov, 2001 ).
The portrait of Gonella, the court dwarf of Ferrara Duke Leonello de Este, painted by Jean Fouquet in 1445 (Vienna Museum) appeared to be some kind of help in the searching of Toretsky bell's analogies. The artist created an amazingly picturesque work that conveyed the mood, physiognomic features and the suit details of the model, such as a texture of fabric, fur, tape, including the bronze barrel-shaped bell sewn to the right collar's lapel (Fig, 11 d) .
Similar bells are well-known in archaeological sites of Central and Southern Europe, they were classified and related to type D1 by Konrad Spindler (Spindler, 2003) . The researchers consider the finds from Switzerland, Austria (Tyrol), Croatia as parts of the musical instruments, the same as in Novgorod (Povetkin, 2008) , and also as a decoration, including the sound one, of the sledge, some other uses are admitted as well. The considerable number of the barrel-shaped bells with sides originate from a "closed" complex -the Venetian merchant ship which sank near the Gnalic island in the Adriatic sea, near Croatia's coast in the second half of the XVI century. Fig. 11b . The bells from the ship are similar to East European and Siberian findings by their size, proportions and technique of their work. But some specimens have the printed signs of the master or trader and a lower half was stamped with a "double lily" very seldom. One bell was defective and everything was made of non-ferrous metal, the composition wasn't analysed (Schick, 2006) . According to the geography of finds, such bells became popular from Siberia to Spain in late Middle Ages, after America's discovery they crossed the ocean, which was proved by some finds of XVI-XVII centuries in an administrative centre Santa Fe, Argentina. 
Conclusion
The considered material finds a wide range of analogies in Eurasia's significant sites that have been determined by the process of intercultural interaction in late Middle Age. There were two principal trading ways (for the Middle Volga and Kama regions) with the West -the Southern Italic, Genoese (through the Crimea to the Don and Volga) and the Northern, including Hanseatic (the Baltic through the Moscow state). The belt set and other articles as the bell may have come to Toretskoe settlement by one of these ways, Hanseatic commercial stamps, Crimean coins and other imported things confirm such possibilities.
Recommendations
This article should be of interest to archaeologists and historians of international relations and Late Middle Ages material culture.
